Pure & Premium Ranges

Construction of cabinets
Pure Range

Premium Range

Carcase and
Shelves

MDF with veneered oak outer,
shelves edged on visible side

Drawer boxes

MDF with veneered oak finish on Oak with dovetailed joins on sides and
all visible sides
front, Ply or MDF with veneered oak base

Frames

Water resistant MDF

Doors

Water resistant MDF

MDF with veneered oak outer, shelves
edged on visible side

Tulip wood or Beech
Water resistant MDF *Tulipwood/beech
available on request but customers are
required to sign a disclaimer if they want
this.
Please inform us if you do want this.

Available Pre
Painted

YES

YES

Lacquer used

2 Pack Lacquer

2 Pack Lacquer

Paint used if
sprayed

2 Pack Paint

2 Pack Paint

Cabinet and drawer construction
Cabinets - All of the cabinets are made from MDF with Oak veneered outer and inner, this
means every time you open a cupboard you see and feel beautiful oak inside, the MDF core
give the cabinets strength and durability and the Oak Veneer gives them a touch of beauty
and makes them stand out from the crowd.
Drawers – All our drawers are made of dovetailed oak fronts, sides and backs, coupled with
an Oak ply base for rigidity. This makes them stunning to look and practical to use.
They will come with soft close runners as standard apart from when they are too small to
accommodate runners.

Ranges available
We have two main ranges available, our “Pure” and “Premium Ranges”.

Pure Range – This is a “Lay on” range designed to look like a more expensive “True In-frame”
kitchen.
It features the same great Oak Veneered cabinets and Oak Drawer Boxes, but the top and bottom
parts of the frame are built into the door, making construction and cost a lot quicker and cheaper.
Doors are made of water resistant MDF for use in a kitchen.

The Pure Range is available in just our standard D1 shaker door, or our Modern classic doors, it can
be painted in any colour and comes with any of our standard hinges.
It is designed to give the amazing In-Frame look but at a price
that is very exciting.

Premium Range – Featuring the same beautiful Oak
Veneered carcases, and the same Dovetailed Oak drawers, but
with a True In-Frame.
The doors and fronts are made using MR MDF or Beech, Please
note the centre panel will always be MDF as it is too thin to be a
solid piece of wood.
This range is again available with any of our hinges and is
stunning.

